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About This Game

Will you be able to infect all devices of the world? «Trojan Inc.» - simulator, which will involve you in a world of computer
viruses and trojans.

Your role is being a hacker in a game. You will get an opportunity to create a trojan,which will be spreading around the world.
Develop your trojan, in order to steal much more money and to damage as many devices as you can! Don't forget about the

anonymity,in order not be found.

There are above 60+ countries with their features. Remember that every country is unique and has got its own features of
spreading. For example, in Korea, the level of experienced users is about 60-65% and trojan will spread less slowly and will be

found more quickly.

You will have a lot of fuctions, which you need to develop:
- 30 kinds of transmission

- 27 kinds of damage
- 28 resistances

There are various maps, a pleasant graphics, beautiful animations, detailed statistics and many other interesting things in a game
«Trojan Inc.»!
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Dead game do not get it. Fantastic Game!! Buy it!! Great Job!!. This game is a nice little game i'll get quite a bit of enjoyment
out of, i see lots of people saying "Oh iy's a plague inc ripoff" "This is plague inc" "OHHHHHHHHHHHH Plague inc is gonna
SUE YOU!" but no, it's not just like plague inc, Plague inc is fairly easy to play and WAYYYYYY to easy on easy mode, This
game however, is a challenge even on EZ mode. I would reccomend this game to absolutely everyone.. On the surface, this game
is a reskin of Plague Inc.

Under the surface, well... this game is a reskin of Plague Inc.

It's a fun concept. But it needed to be more engaging and have more elements to the gameplay experience. Earning both stolen
money and Bitcoin is fine, but it becomes a mess when (a) only Bitcoin can be traded for tech upgrades; (b) you have to
manually click on the BTC coin popups on the map like any other smartphone game; and (c) you can't convert the money you
stole to Bitcoin.

Ah, yes. I've stolen $778,000,000 USD. But I couldn't possibly convert that into Bitcoin to pay for more tech upgrades.

The upgrade tree / upgrade progression is poorly fleshed out. The details are often vague or all but meaningless to the real world.
And unless you progress through the upgrade trees in the right way, as soon as you hit 40-50% "cure rate" for your trojan, it's
only a matter of time until you hit 100% and you lose.

And the conclusion of the game? A popup with a couple of pieces of information that you knew 5 seconds before the popup
occurs. Except with a little line saying whether or not you were caught. (Again, unless you played it perfectly, you get caught.)

Again -- an interesting even if poorly executed concept. It could have been more. As it is, I wouldn't recommend spending the
$3 for the game.
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